Abstract. We perform a model independent analysis of the charged current b → clν anomalies under the presence of scalar and vector interactions. The analysis is carried out in two stages: (a) under the presence of both (left-handed) vector and scalar interactions and (b) under the presence of scalar interactions alone. We find that even after stringent bounds from similar quark-level processes such as Bc → τ ν, such scenarios have the potential to explain the aforementioned anomalies. Contrary to the general notion, we show that even scalar interactions alone can explain such anomalies, provided they are complex. However, extended scalar sector models are unable to comply with these anomalies to ∼ 3σ. We further illustrate our results with the help of three benchmark models corresponding to the presence of (i) both scalar and vector (ii) real scalar and (iii) complex scalar interactions.
Introduction
Over the past few years, there have been constant and consistent reports from experimental collaborations such as LHCb, Belle and BaBar about flavour observables with deviations of more than 3σ in exclusive B → D * [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] and B → J/ψ transitions. Both of these exclusive processes have the underlying sub-quark transition b → clν. These results are believed to be the hints of lepton-flavour universality violating (LFUV) type new physics (NP). We investigate the prospect of scalar and vector type NP's in explaining such deviations. We initially work from a model independent perspective and then illustrate our results further using the models: (i) Non-minimal universal extra dimensions (NMUED) for the case with one scalar and one vector NP operator, (ii) Goergi-Michacek (GM) model for the case of a single scalar NP operator preceded by a real Wilson coefficient (WC) and (iii) Leptoquark (LQ) model for the a single scalar NP operator preceded by a complex WC.
Current Status: Theory and Experiment
The present global average for the R(D ( * ) ) anomalies are about 4σ away from the corresponding SM results. Fig. 5 and table. 1 summarize the current theoretical and experimental status for these anomalies. The SM average is the arithmetic mean of the results from [10, 11, 12, 13] . 
Formalism
The most general effective Hamiltonian describing the b → cτ ν transitions, with all possible four-fermi operators in the lowest dimension (with left-handed neutrinos) is given by:
where the operator basis is defined as
and the corresponding Wilson coefficients are given by
We are interested in the new scalar interaction O V1 and O S1 , and thus we turn all other Wilson Coefficients to zero for this analysis.
Subject to the above hamiltonian, one can construct the differential decay rate for a particular exclusive decay, involving the NP WC's, the CKM elements and the corresponding hadronic form factors. The measurable observables are ratios fo these integrated decay rates with different leptons in the final states. The ratio cancels uncertainties due to the CKM elements completely, and also those due to the form factors to a large extent. For the theoretical details regarding the obserbables, the corresponding form factors and the constraints, the interested reader can look into [14, 15] and the references therein.
Analysis
The results for our fits with a single vector and scalar type NP are displayed in fig. 2 fig. 2 , there is a two-fold ambiguity in the best-fit results. One of these points is closer to SM than the other and this is the one that is important in constraining NMUED. We also note that while the results from Belle and LHCb are consistent with SM within 3σ, for any and all other combination of results, the SM is away from the best fit point by more than 3σ in the C W -C τ H plane. The results for our fits with a single vector and scalar type NP are displayed in fig. 3 predictions for the charged current observables for the case with both OV 1 and OS 1 . The last two columns are obtained from fits without treating R J/ψ as a data point. Fig. 3 : Fit results in terms of the fixed ∆χ 2 contours representing 1σ (red, solid) and 3σ (blue, dot-dashed) confidence levels respectively, in the Re(CH ) and Im(CH) parameter-space for the case with OS 1 only. The diagonally hatched region is ruled out from the Bc life-time constraint and the gray-shaded region is disallowed by the constraint B(Bc → τ ν) < 10%. 
Models
The model independent scenarios described in the previous sections are further illustrated with the help of benchmark models in this section. Details about the model parameters and their relations with C S1 and C V1 can be found in [14, 15] .
5.1 Real C V1 and C S1 : Non-Minimal universal extra dimension(NMUED) parameter space excluded by all Belle and LHCb data at 2σ (orange, solid) and 3σ (blue, dashed) confidence levels. Regions above the lines are excluded. 
